
CREATING A GEOPROCESSING MODEL FOR MAUI’S E911

Abstract
Enhanced 911 (E911) is a system that automatically pinpoints a wireless
caller’s physical location. The E911 system holds Geographical
Information System (GIS) data that helps locate the caller for the
appropriate emergency service. Since Maui is growing rapidly, many
new roads, buildings, and subdivisions are being built. The emergency
database must be updated to ensure safety. The goal of this project was
to create a geoprocessing model that would update different data layers
into the E911 system automatically. The model takes new subdivision
and Tax Map Key (TMK) information and uses the appropriate tools and
processes to translate the data into GIS data. Then the GIS data can be
added into the emergency database. Maui has not been able to update
their TMK GIS data since 2006. In two years, over 300 changes have
occurred, and manually updating the GIS layers has become impractical.
This new automatic geoprocessing model will ensure that new data is
being updated into the system. This will allow operators to find callers
faster and save lives, no matter the location of the call.
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Project Goal
Create a Geoprocessing Model in ArcGIS that will automatically update existing data layers
in the 911 database — specifically Subdivision Parcel Layers, Roads, and Tax Map Key
Information.

Why This Is Important
• 911 Emergency Centers need frequent updates to ensure public safety.
• Maui County has not updated its Subdivision Parcel GIS data since 2006.
• In two years over 300 changes have occurred.
• This causes confusion and costs time for the 911 emergency services.
• Originally all Maui County surveyors created only paper maps.
• Some Maui County surveyors are now creating these maps in a Computer Aided

Design Program. However, when that information is converted into GIS data there are
still many problems.

This is the final result, a GIS
layer of the Subdivision
Parcel, Road Center Lines,
and Attribute Annotation Data

Background Information
Enhanced 911 (E911) is a system put into 911 Emergency Calling Centers to help pinpoint
the location of wireless 911 emergency calls. 60% of 911 calls are from cell phones and the
old system could not “map” the location of the emergency call. When someone calls the 911
center the phase one screen is shown. There is no associated address with a cell phone,
but with E911, a X,Y coordinate showing latitude and longitude will show.

E911 uses a Geographical Mapping System to help pinpoint the location of wireless
calls. Geographical Information Systems can be defined as a system of hardware and
software used for storage, retrieval, mapping, and analysis of geographic data.

From L to R: Phase 1 911 emergency call window from a land line without lat. &  long. coordinates; Phase
1 911 emergency call window from a wireless call with lat. & long. coordinates; Phase 2 Call of Powermap
with cell phone tower location of wireless call

Step 1: Selects the CAD lines and data that make up the new subdivision parcel and creates GIS Data

Step 2: Selects the points or labels of the Lot Numbers that contain Tax Map Key Information

Step 3: Selects the points or labels of the Lot Numbers within the new subdivision parcel

Step 4: Updates new Tax Map Key Information and creates new GIS subdivision parcel with TMK Information

Attribute Tables of Subdivision Parcel Lot Numbers without and with Updated Tax Map Key Information

From L to R: Picture of a paper construction blueprint of a new subdivision; CAD Data of subdivision in ArcGIS

Final Output
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Since each new subdivision on
Maui County is at a different
location, the new GIS
Information must be put into the
911 Database System Manually.

The subdivision will be
translated by either hand or the
use of a geographical
benchmark into the Tax Map
Key. A geographical benchmark
is a stationary object used by
surveyors to pinpoint the
location of roads and
subdivisions. The geographic
benchmark has its own Latitude
and Longitude Coordinate. From
this coordinate the 911 center
can calculate the X,Y
Coordinates of the new
subdivision parcel.

These new updates will:
• Provide the 911 operator

with enough information
to alert and emergency
service

• Cut down the response
time

• Help save lives

New subdivision parcel before update of the 911 Center’s
Subdivision Tax Map Key

New subdivision parcel in the 911 Center Subdivision/Tax Map Key


